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Disclaimer: This material is based upon work supported by the Naval Postgraduate School Acquisition Research Program under Grant No.
N00244-13-1-0032, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense. The views expressed in written materials or publications, and/or made by
speakers, moderators, and presenters, do not necessarily reflect the official policies of the Naval Postgraduate School nor does mention of









































































“single largest impact of sequestration and current budgetary
unknowns is [their effect on] . . . the meticulous cost and
schedule planning mandated in numerous public laws and




















































































- models from v1.5 replicated in v2.02
- models from v1.5 renamed in v2.02
- models from v1.5 bifurcated in v2.02
- new models in v2.02
- explicit connections from v1.5 manual





- all (2 models)
- capability (7 models)
- data and information (3 models)





- project (3 models)
- standards (2 models)
- services (13 models)





• 3 major contractors (LM, NG, BAE)*
• 9 partner nations*











• Total lifecycle cost ≈ $1.51T‡






















































































a) How many subsystems should 
U connect to (degree)?,
b) Given U connects to d
subsystems, which d
subsystems should it connect 
to (adjacency)?, and
c) Given U connects to a specific 
set of d subsystems, what 
should the complexity of these 










































4. Generate a realization for DvU,intra | assigned to community j (dintra)
5. Connect U to dintra subsystems inside community j using the PA model
6. For each interface established in (5), assign complexity (wiU,intra)
7. Generate a realization for DvU,inter | assigned to community j (dinter)

































New Subsystem in Community 1









































New Subsystem in Community 2













































New Subsystem in Community 3


























































































































Using eij, build matrix e Calculate modularity (Q), where ai is the sum of row i of e
33
A Simple Example (4 of 4)
Termination, Modularity Maximization, and Community Selection 
• Process continues in a similar manner until G has no edges remaining
• At termination, the dendogram has 7 (n) leaves with 6 potential community structures
• Our initial fragmentation maximizes modularity at 0.280
• Conclusion: G contains 2 communities, namely, (A,B,C) and (D,E,F,G)
Dendogram
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